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AND
DY

One

SLIDES.

DHF

Has now completed his immense Stock of Lanterns and
now, without doubt,
position to supply
Moderate Prices that
It
able to compete.

Penny.

Slides, which is

the Largest Collection in the World, and is in the
the Trade, Shippers, and Exhibitors at such very
none of the Stores, or so-called Manufacturers, are
is on account of the large number of Lanterns sold

that Walter Tyler can sell a full-sized practical Lantern, with 4-inch Compound Condensers, Portrait Combination Lenses, and 3-wick Paraffin Lamp,
for 29/6. This is a Lantern usually sold by other houses for £3 3s. But
HH
H the perfection of all Lanterns is Walter Tyler's ‘‘HELIOSCOPIC,”
with Patented Lamp, which gives a light nearly equal to Limelight. The
Lenses fitted to this Lantern are equal in quality to those supplied toa
Lantern value £30; Limelight can be used without any alteration. This
Instrument possesses all the qualities desired, thoroughly good optical parts,
best Illuminating power, extreme Portability, Best Workmanship, price
complete, £4 4s. Wery large numbers are selling every week, and hundreds
of Testimonia!s can be seen, if desired.
The

New Russian

Iron

Lantern,

price £1

17s,

6d., is a marvel

of

cheapness.
Every one can now colour their own Magic Lantern Slides by having a
}
5/- box of Walter Tyler's Specially-prepared Oil Colours; instructions sent
free. Great Reductions have been made in the Hire Department. Customers

<=

==

ZZ
——_—
Telephone No. 4848. .

All requiring Very
most

complete

can have a selection of over 100,000, including Effects and Chromotropes, at
No extra charge for Coloured Slides;
1/- per dozen, or less by quantities.

Hundreds of Lanterns and Slides, purchased
all Slides are of best quality.
or exchanged in summer time, can now be had ; great bargains.
——

Best

Value

should

not fail to send for the largest and

containing Instructions for Working
which will be sent Post-free.
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The PRESTO Instantaneous SLIDE CARRIER,
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from

INNOVATION.

60,000 Slides, plain, 1/-; coloured, 1/8. 300 Lecture Sets.

NOVELTIES. Patent GEM AUTOMATIC SELF-CENTREING CARRIER.
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Marvel.

The PAMPHENGOS gives 12-ft. Picture.
E. J. MALDEN, Esq., Compares it to Limelight.
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Price from £2 10s.
TRIPLEXICONS, 3} Double Condensers, £1 15s. 6d.
DUPLEXICONS, 31, £1 7a. 6d
Hughes’ New Long Focus Objectives used by Leading Exhibitors
Biunial 4-inch Entire
HUGHES’ Patent
j
Brass Fronts, £10 10s.
Bijou Enlarging
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LANTERN, with
ae: oe ar Conden-

Cheapest and Best.
¢

Lanten, nthe only
perfect

one

giving Hf

riseeoe Definition. f
Neoa,

Elaborately

Full

_ Illustrated

Catalogue (300 pages), full

“| of Technical Information,

1s.; postage, Sd.
Large
Pamphlets,

$d.; postage,
d. Ordinary
ist, tree.

THE
DOCWRA
TRIPLE.
Award,’Photographic
Wighest
Exhibition.
iCrystal
Palace.
TRIPLE “LANTERNS

from £12 12s.

W. C. HUGHES, BREWSTER HOUSE, MORTIMER RD., KINGSLAND, LONDON, N.

The Optical Magio Lantern Journal and
WW.

New

CHAMBERS

Photographic

Photographic Enlarger.
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For 18 Peg with the firm of
. H. Dallmeyer

Lenses

for

Lantern

Pictures,

Also specially constructed front Lenses, and Condensers, producing flatness of Field, purity of Image,
Full Particulars and Catalogue on application to
and perfect detail.
W. CHAMBERS,

OPTICIAN,

3, FEATHERSTONE

PERKEN, SON & RAYMENT,
Each Magic
(large diameter

BUILDIN GS, HIGH HOLBORN,

99, HATTON GARDEN,
LONDON.

aan is efficient for exhibitions.
The Lens ans crisp
back lens), with rack and fginion. It is fitted to a telescopic

Condenser is composed of two plano- convex
lenses of 4 inches
brilliantly illuminated picture.—Each is complete in box.

30s.

BI-UNIAL

LANTERN.

Panelled Mahogany Body, and moulded foot, .
psy black,

Japanned

Ditto

ditto

stages

and tubes,

Achromatic

Photo-

with brass stages and sliding ‘tubes

£512

OPTIMUS”

refulgent

'R

8

8

lamp

has 3 wicks,

Iron Body,

(or 4 wicks

Perforated Russian
Tron Body,
Brass Sliding Tubes,
250s.

Brass Sliding Tubes,

45s

‘OPTIMUS’

tipie.Tight.

2s. extra,) yielding a

Mahogany outside Body,
2 Panelled Door, Brass
Stages, Sliding Tubes

TRIPLE LANTERN,

The Top Lantern may be used separately with Oil Lamp.
Panelled Mahogany Rody, Moulded foot picked out with
black, Brass Stages and Panes Achromatic Front dsb

out with

wt “graphic Front Lens, compound condens ers..

definition, being a superior Achromatic Photographic Combination
lengthening tube, so gaining increased focal accommodation.
The
The

Mahogany outside
Body, Japanned
Metal Stages and
Sliding ape 42s.

japanned Metal

‘OPTIMUS’

diameter.

LONDON, W.C.

iT) OPTIMUS. ”

0

O

Compound Condensers

ENLARGING

...

“

. £1410

0

APPARATUS.

This Apparatus comprises superior Mahogany Body Lanter and long Bellows Cameraadjusted by Patent Quick
Acting Rack and Pinion.
The Lantern is fitted with powerful Refulgent Lamp, with 3 wicks, giving brilliant
illumination. Compound Condensers.
CONDENSER.
If with Russian Iron instead of Mahogany ey
6.inch, no front lens
100/a
5-inch, no lens...
25/-

6 ys
Toy
S
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Liverpool International
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Exhibition,
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ARCHER
Lord

Street,

&

SONS,

Liverpool.

GENERAL

Established 1S4s.

WANTS,

OPERATORS.—Wanted, Situation as

Assistant ;have had some experience (blow through
jet, bottle and bag), can make dry-plate slides, through
camera orcontact.
Can assist at piano and sing.—Lantern,
31, West Smithfield, E.C.

MATEURS'’
NEGATIVES
developed, printed on
Albumenized, Mat Surface or Aristotype Papers,
enamelled, mounted, &c. ; also Transparencies made.

Irvine,

care of the Publishers.
OUBLE PRICE will be paid for Nos. 1 and 2 of this
Journal,

if sent to Taylor Brothers,

Dorset

8,
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360/580;-

us
.

10 ,,
12.4,

”
”

9»

Photographic,
Ne.

82:6
110/-

160/-

”

- 210/285/450/-

Works,

Salisbury Square, London, E.C.
OR
SALE.—Best
43-inch Compound
Condenser,
brass mounted, 15s. Newton’s Refulgent Lamp, new,
10s.—N.N., Old Houghend, Halifax.

Slides,

Scientific, and Miscellaneous

J. C. STEVENS’

OSH.

SaLeg

BY

SOMALVICO

AUCTION

Property.

Property of every
description take place nearly every FRIDAY.
Lists for Catalogues should be
sent at least
a week before the sale.—8 King-st., Covent- garden. London.W.C

of Miscellaneous

& Co., 16, Charles Street, Hatton

Garden, E.C., Opticians.
Manufacturers
of Barometers,
Thermometers, and all kinds of Philosophical Instruinents.
Jmporters of Opera Glasses, Field Glasses, Telescopes.
Established
over 100 years. Late of 2, Hatton Garden.

SALE,

ANTED, an Optical and Photo Dealer's Business
in London or suburbs.
Must be a paying concern.
Address, in first instance, stating cash price and net profits
(averaging the last three years), Optician, care of this
Journal.
O LANTERN
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Lanterns,

Proved superior to all others. See reports.
Compressed Gas in Steel Cylinders on the Premises. All veguisites.

to 49,

6
Zo»

256/-

1886.

\SSS.

ARCHER’S NEW OPTICAL LANTERNS
43

133/155.

teas

with Superior portrait lens

AND
AGIC
prices.

EXCHANGE.
LANTERNS
New

and

SLIDES

at wholesale

shape Magic Lanterns (mineral oil),

complete with Slides, 1/3, 2/3, 3/-, 4/3, 5/-, 7/3, 10/3, 14/-, 16/6,

carriage paid. English Hand-painted Slides for small lanterns
from 6d. doz., postageextra. Grand Magic Lanterns. efficient
for Public Exhibitions, with 4-wick condensers. 3-wick lamps,
complete in boxes, s0l7 with 4-wick lamp, 32I-. Mahogany
bodies, 12/- extra. 3; X 3} Hand-painted Slides from 4d.
Photographic, including hymns, Portraits of Celebrities, &c.,
6d. New Descriptive ‘Catalogues (containing novelties not
obtainable of any other maker) gratis and post-free.—
Robert H. Clark, Royston, Herts.

AHOGANY
BIUNIAL LIMELIGHT
LANTERN, modern and complete, splendid lenses,
handsome brass fronts; special offer.—Baker. lecturer,
Fisherton,

Salisbury.

PTICAL

LANTERN

SLIDES made from Amateurs’

or others’ Negatives, or from Prints, Drawings,

&c.,

by an Operator of several years’ experience. Terms moderate. —Henry Macdonald, care cf Mr. Galpin, 36, Pembroke
Street, St. Aldate’s, Oxford.
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DALLMEYERS

LENSES

Are used by all the Leading Photographers, both Amateur and Professional,
THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD,
and have obtained the Highest
Awards wherever Exhibited.
DALLMEYER

“On the Choice and Use of Photographic Lenses.’’

New Descriptive Catalogue of Photographic

SPECIALLY

Lenses and DALLMEYER’S

Price Is,

LENSES

CONSTRUCTED FOR THE OPTICAL LANTERN,
FREE ON APPLICATION.

& CON DENSERS

WILL BE POSTED

J. H. DALLMEYER, Optician, 25, Newman St., London, W.
Telegraphic and Cable

Address—*« DALLMEYER,

J.

AWARDED

Gorp& Strver
Mepats,

NEW

H.

STEWARD’S

ILLUSTRATED
;

LONDON.”

CATALOGUE

OF IMPROVED

AEE

Post

WICK

Free,

Gratis,

:

Magic Lanteros and Dissolving View Apparatus.
NEW SLIDES & NOVEL EFFECTS.
Bridgman

and

Premier

MAGIC

Triple

Lanterns.

LANTERNS

For Family and School Use and Enlarging, from £1 1s. to £150.
UTOMATIC. REGULATOR

Agent for Beard’s
and COMPRESSED GASES in Steel Cylinders.

"406, 457, STRAND, 54, CORNHILL,
BLUNIAL

LONDON.

LANTERN gLatest Improvements.

Send for Catalogue of Specialties.

Magic Lanter nm
iDissolving View

LANTERN-SLIDE

Photographic Apparatus
Makers.
The

‘

Best and Chenpest House for
ligh-Class Lanterns and Slides.
Lime Light and Mineral Oil adapted
as a speciality.
Patent Triple Rack Lanterns and Patent
Adjustible Lelescupic Draw Tubes.
Biunials from £46, Full-Sizo Single

Lanterns,

4-in. Condensers,
m

Wa

Lend

Iw. GRIFFITHS,

Us.

22

Show Kooms:—

268, Upper

Street,
Islington,

N.

Omnibuses and Trans from all parts

* FociMeter,” Loxpox.

Factory

Elford

Road, Drayton

MARION

2

Dark

Room

(free)

Park, N.

SALE

CO.,

London.

|306, BS00ME STREET, NEW YORK, USA.

WOOD'S LANTERNS
ON

&

Birmingham..

AGENTS—

RICHARD
H. MORAN,
IMPORTER AND JOBBER,

Phctographic

pass the door.

Teleyraphic Address:—

Sq.,

Highgate

WHOLESALE

Slides in any quantity at
Is. per dozen.
Catalogues Post lree.

~ W.H. HOMPHRIES & Co.
$a

CAMERA.

This ‘“‘mo:t useful instrument” leaves nothing to do
beyond inserting Negative at oneend and Lantern Plate
and Develop, and you will find it always in
Expose
atthe other.
correct focus, size, and position.
Prices complete, 3-plate size, 12/6; }-plate, 15/-,
of the Patentee ana Manufacturer,

OR

American and Foreign
Materials.
Novelties.
for use of Tourists. Catalogues and Bargain
List, post free.

AND

SLIDES

HIRE.

Paris Exhibition—French Revolution—
NEW SETS OF SLIDES with printed Lectures.
vil War—American History—Holy
Abroad—Ci
Innocents
French History—Norman Conquest—
Land—Hlistory of the Prayer Book—Crimea to the Caucasus—Rochester—Chester—Derbyshire:

Life, Models, &c., and 80,000 other Slides already in Stock.

Tales from
The

‘‘EUPHANERON’”’?

The

BE.

Ges

LANTERN

WOCD,
And

with

the four-wick

W

Lamp,

£4 4s.

with 4-in. Condenser and three- wick
“CHEAP”? LANTERN
Post-free for One Stamp.
Wood's New List uf Slides and Lanterns,

HORNE,

V4;

CHHAPSIDE,

THORNTHWAITE

& WOOD,

416, STRAND,

Lamp,

£1 18s.
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LONDON.
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of the new year it is our
intention to publish this journal on the 1st instead
of the r5th of the month. This alteration will take

At the commencement

place on January 1, 1890.

Notes.
Just before going to press we have been particularly requested by Mr. Friese Greene to delay pub-

lishing the description of his camera until after
its exhibition at the Royal Society, by which time
all patent arrangements will have been completed.
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and advantages of that State.
Numerous lantern
slides have been prepared for the purpose of

illustrating these lectures, which will doubtless be
ofa very interesting nature.
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ACCORDING to lately published accounts, the
results of recent experiments in Russia in connection with the making of gas from Caspian
petroleum have been of a very satisfactory
This new gas possesses five times the
character.
illuminating power of ordinary gas, is of a very
white colour, and produces no smoke.
*

2

are provided with cylinders of
oxygen under pressure, to be used for the prompt
The
relief of persons suffocated during fires.
oxygen is added to the regular supply of medicines

In Paris. firemen
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which is always at hand in case of accidents.
*

*

*

Tue remarks which we published in our last issue,
under the heading of A Startling Optical Novelty,
referring to some recent improvements in which
the Optical Lantern plays a prominent part, have
been copied and widely circulated by the daily
and weekly newspapers both at home and abroad.
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The Magic Lantern : Its Construction, Illumination, Optics & Uses.
CHAPTER

VII.—CARRIERS.

AFTER the introduction of photography, slides
made by its agency began to displace the finer
of those which were hand-painted, and it was soon
found to be convenient to keep them in an unmounted form so as to save the bulk and expense
of separate mounts for each, adopting instead a
carrier which, when fixed in the lantern, permitted the slides to be passed through it in
rotation. The first registering carrier of this

as subsequently improved, is to be obtained from
all dealers in lantern appliances, and although it
was the first for separate slides, it is of such an
efficient nature as still to be preferred by many
lantern manipulators.
A novel addition to the foregoing carrier was to
place two small wheels at either end of the base,

one of the wheels being provided
a handle, and

an india-rubber

with a crank as

band

sprung over

the rollers. By this means (Fig. 27) the slides
can be brought slowly and with-a uniform motion
into their place in front of the condenser, but

nature of which there is any record is one described by Mr. J. Traill Taylor'in the British
Journal of Photography more than twenty years
ago.

This

has

and registered
which

is placed

been

several

by others.

times

re-invented

It consists ofa frame

in the lantern

and allowed

to

remain there. Tt has a slit passing from end to
end of sufficient dimensions to allow one of the
transparencies to pass easily through, and has an
opening in the centre of such a size and shape as
to permit the picture being seen. The adapter is
just three times the length of an ordinary lantern
transparency.
When the first slide is inserted in
Fic. 2.
this carrier nothing is seen upon the screen, but it is not an unfrequent occurrence to wind the
upon the second slide being pushed in until it is previously-exhibited slide entirely out, when it may
flush with the end of the frame, the first will be fall upon the floor, perhaps on a pile of slides.
found to be inits place properly centred, and
This winding form, although not preferable for
there cannot possibly be any danger of a view ordinary slides, is particularly well adapted for a
being pushed past the opening, or not quite oppo- long panoramic slide. A transparency made from
site to it. The mouth of the aperture through a large ‘suitable negative, and then cut to the
which the slides are introduced is chamfered off proper height, may be projected upon the screen
in a very effective manner, and by the slow and
a little to facilitate the entrance of the slides.
This form of carrier, which is now well known, uniform motion imparted to it, its apparent length
is shown at Fig, 26, although in the original one is very deceptive ; in fact one would at a guess put
it down at several feet in length, whereas. it may
the slides were covered up to the ends.
have been a portion of a contact transparency
from a 12 by 10 negative. Mr. A. Pumphrey,
taking this form of carrier as a basis, has made
several improvements upon it. He adopts a band
of non-elastic character, which is kept tight by
means ofa spring keeping the drums distended.
The pictures are, when

Fic.

26.

This carrier, both as originally constructed

and

centred, held in position

bya clip B, Fig, 28, which presses against the
slide at C. The slides are introduced at D and
withdrawnyat A.
Ifa carrier of the nature of that described at
Fig. 26 be made a little higher and wider, with the.
upper arms much shurter, it will admit of a duplex

The Optical:-Magic Lantern Journal and Photographio Enlarger,
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Several ingenious forms of
carriers have been introduced
of late years ; amongst others,
that by Mr. B. J. Edwards,
which until now has never
previously been published.
Like the preceding form, the
one slide is inserted in the
carrier during the time that
the other is in front of the
condenser, but in this case the

two openings through which
the slides are exhibited are
not in the same plane, but
Fic. 28,

are set at an angle (Fig. 31):
carrier arrangement, moving with a reciprocal |The slides are introduced at AA, and the carrier
action (Fig. 29). The pictures, which are easily |turns on a pivot B, The condensers are shown
brought to view by sliding the movable portion | at C.
across the field, are placed in two separate receptacles, the one division being emptied and

Fic. 29%

recharged during the time that the picture in the
other is being shown. The method by which the
slides are secured in place will be observed in the
diagram Fig. 30, which represents the box portion

Fic. 31

A mere touch of the finger suffices to swing the
one picture out of place, to be instantly replaced
by the other. This changer, which is affixed to
the lantern by a thumb screw, is very compact
Fic. 30.
and efficient, and it may be worked with equal
of the carrier. The slides are merely dropped facility from either side of the lantern. By a lever
through a slot in the top.
which may be fastened to the upper part, to which
A few years ago Mr. A. Cowan devised and ex- a curtain can be attached, it is a simple matter to
hibited a means of making a quick change with completely shut out the light during the momenthis carrier. He attached cords to the movable tary period of changing the view, if such be
portion, and according to which cord was pulled, desired.
Self-centreing carriers all work on the same
so was that particular picture instantly brought
general principle, and that is:—The slide is
into view.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
cover the required space, which
included a circle about twenty
feet in diameter.
I may mention that I worked
out the focus of lens to produce
this result by the aid of that
valuable table published on
page 22 of the August number
ofthis journal, which I observe
has been reproduced by several
photographic journals, both’in
this country and abroad.
Having projected the letter-

ing, I mounted a ladder, and
Fic. 32.

stopped in the correct position by a lever at each
end, the principle of which will be seen in the
annexed cut (Fig. 32). No matter whether the
slides are of the English or foreign size, they
will immediately become centred when pushed
into the holder as far as they will go.

The

morning

and fill in between them.
By the method mentioned,

I saved myself considerable time and expense, for, owing to the construction of the building, a swinging scaffold was out
of the question, and one would have had to be
erected from the ground.
My reason for using the negative as a slide was

Lantern as an Aid to Sign
Painting.

ONLY those in the business of sign painting know the
difficulties which have to be contended with in order
to place lettering upon a large surface. To the uninitiated it may appear that it is a task of no great
difficulty, it only being necessary as a preliminary to
correctly mark and space out the various places where

twofold—as

in its proper relation

to the

an

drawa crowd;

illuminated

circle would

and

enabled to keep for the

I was

be

sure

to

most part in the shade, as I had no desire to pose on
the top of a ladder, with limelight illumination thrown
upon me for the benefit of passers-by.
| Given places to set the lantern, such as a row of
|windows, it is by this means possible to cover any
| desired surface, even to having a-separate slide for
each letter if they are wanted on a larger scale.

each letter or word is to be painted.
|
In the case of a sign to be sketched high aloft on |
the end of a large building, it is no easy matter, for, in
order to get each word

by means of a stick of chalk
lined out each letter. The next
I had merely to go over each line carefully

RALPH
i

TEMPEST.

__$_

Messrs. R. W. THoMAS AND Co. intend having a photographic competition in March, 1890, in which all work

others, there must of necessity be many trips made to | be doneon “ Pall Mall” plates.
prizes are offered—gold medal,

must

In each of nine classes four
or £15, silver medal, bronze

and fro on the scaffold, and even up and down the . medal, and certificate; and in each of three other classes—
ladders.
silver medal, bronze medal, and certificate of merit.
All
Having quite recently got the contract to paint some pictures must have been taken subsequent to March, 1889, and

lettering in an elevated position on the blank wall of

must reach the company’s offices at 10, Pall Mall, London,
S.W., not later than March 22, accompanied by a ferm of

a building, and being an amateur photographer, and | entry and declaration, which may be obtained upon applicahaving a magic lantern, I thought I would put my tion. The exhibition will be a public one, due notice of
which will be given.
knowledge into practical use.
‘THE Optical Magic Lantern Journal continues to imFirst of all, I sketched the wording of the sign with
prove (says fesearch), and is full of information which will
India ink on paper in the desired curves, and then be of service to the amateur photographer, and to the numermade a negative from the drawing.
As the lettering ous persons who are interested in the lantern as an educational

in the sketch was all filled in black, the negative was

of course

produced with the contrary effect ; that is,

the lettering was

rendered

transparent and the back-

_ ground opaque.
This negative formed the slide from which I worked.
In the dull of the evening I erected my lantern at
a window opposite the blank wall, which | estimated
to be about thirty-five feet distant, and using a lens of
five inches focus, I was enabled to make the lettering

appliance of the highest order.”
GLass DissorveD BY WarTeER.—It is not generally
known that glass is to a certain extent dissolved Ly water,
If some of it in the condition of fine powder be allowed to
remain immersed in ordinary spring water for a month or
two, it will at the end of that period be observed, when examined and weighed on a most delicate chemical balance, to

have perceptibly lost a small quantity of matter, and the
water, when the experiment is properly conducted, will be

found to have received in solution an addition of substance
the exact equivalent in weight of that lost by the glass.
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same size, yet
The transparencies were, if not the
The subjects
use.
now
very nearly the same as we
picturesque
the
round
es
rambl
in
taken
were views
BRIN’s OXYGEN Process.—It is a rather remarkcollodion
wet
from
of environs of Glasgow, and were
same
able fact that the principle underlying this method
the
by
made
also
were
they
fully negatives, and
abstracting the oxygen from the atmosphere was
s.
proces
before
stated, and its value appreciated, many years
bull's-eye on
In.memory I often turn my mental
the present easy method had been arrived at.
among the
were
they
those very beautiful pictures, as
ng of
In the edition of Professor Roscoe’s Chemistry for
worki
cal
practi
the
to
ons
ducti
it first of my intro
.
1874 (Macmillan) it is mentioned, and shortly stated
S-EYE
BULL’
of our art-recorder—photography.

Flashes

on

Lantern

Topics.

is this:—'' When baryta is gently heated ina current
oxygen gas, the two substances combine to form a
dioxide, containing twice as much oxygen as baryta ;

this additional atom of oxygen is however evolved at a-

higher temperature, and it has been proposed to use
this decomposition for the manufacture of oxygen from
the air. For this purpose, as soon as the dioxide Ba O2
has been reduced to Ba O, the temperature is lowered
and air passed over the baryta ; this, again, takes up
oxygen passing into Ba 02, which again is decomThis interesting
posed at a higher temperature.

process

has, however, been

found

not to work

——_+

Ether Saturators, and Lime-Light

Matters.

Tue

Rev.

J. FREDERICK

HARDWICH,

in a com-

to me that
munication to us says :—“ It has occurred

myself and an
the enclosed correspondence between
may interest
ing
stand
years
old lanternist of thirty

in your readers.”

practice.”
In Brin’s method it has been found practicable to
as
such an extent that the operation may be repeated
many as one hundred and fifty times in the course of
a day, thus reducing the cost of the production of
oxygen to that of the fuel, labour, and the wear and
tear of the necessary plant. The heat required for the
purpose is stated roughly at 1,400 degrees.

I take, knowing
“Dear Sir,—Excuse the liberty which
n matters. I
lanter
in
shown
long
have
you
t
the great interes
very much
was
night
last
and
light,
ethoxo
am a user of the
much obliged
be
should
I
jet.
the
of
g
roarin
with
bothered
a large or small
if you would inform me whether you find
maximum of light.
a
obtain
to
ether,
with
best
the
nozzle
and I found, on
The exhibition lasted nearly two hours, of ether (717) had
02.
4
ly
exact
that
or,
saturat
the
weighing
I have not
I cannot say how much oxygen, as
been used.
re of 1,000lb. on the
pressu
a
had
which
bottle,
the
d
gauge
tor, which works
inch at the sta:t. Of course I use a regula

get the best light possible, and
I notice also that by a further improvement in the very satisfactorily. I wantin tooxygen and ether. A friend told
trifle
a
save
to
wish
don't
the
of
g jet, but the
process of manufacture, the decided impurity
me he always gets the best light with a roarin
earlier samples has now been quite eliminated, and a noise is very unpleasant, to say the least of it.
is the third season I
“T like the saturator very well. This no trouble. I had
nearly pure oxygen gas can be supplied at a very low
ether find
le
suitab
with
and
it,
workers.
used
lantern
for
have
news
good
be
price. which ought to
The winter before I bought
curious experience last winter.
The impurity alluded to was simply admixtures of: aa Winchester quart of ether; I forget the gravity, but it was
It worked all right
atmospheric air, diluting and reducing the quality of not so good as the ‘717 I now use
explosions
result of the: beautiful expe- | during that season, but last winter it caused small tor were
the pure gas, which is the
:
though the flannels of the satura
and
:
tube,
e,
the
in
Rosco
by
shed
publi
and
ibed
riment so clearly descr
I could only conclude the
dried, it made no difference.
fifteen years ago. How many years earlier it might lighter part of the ether had been used at first. Since
no hitch at all
have been known, or was on record, I am not certain, : getting the anzesthetic ether (-717) 1 have had
but I know it was one of the laboratory

and formed one of the instructive themes

experiments,

of the late

Professor Samuel Brown, of Edinburgh, but he, unfor-

except this noise. —Yours faithfully,” &c.

Frederick Hardwich’s reply.

Rev. T.
is usually caused by
“ Dear Sir,—! Roaring of the jet’ er, depends upon
ng at ‘too high pressure. Much, howev

tunately for science, died quite young, before the world worki
when the ether is in
had got its full value out of theman who was admiringly ! the proportions of the two gases, because
the tip and edges, double the
at
red
flame
the
Proand
y.
,
Chemistr
excess
of
n
In
called by his friends Te Napoleo
producing‘ roaring.
pressure can often be used without
fessor Penny, of Glasgow, also used the same experi- order to cure it, turn offthe oxygen tap of the jet slowly until
the point at
ment in his lectures in the Andersonian University the noise ceases, and turn it on again just short of
.
which
.
1852--6,
ng
begins
years
roari
the
the
about
which
there
Class
ry
Chemist
need not be very Jarge in the case
T can well remember,

as it was there I saw the first

“The aperture of the jet
oxy-ether is a more spreading

flame

of ether, because the
photographic transparencies I had then seen shown by than the oxy-hydrogen, and heats a larger surface of the lime;
. There is, howTaylor,
Dr.
was
one twenty-Afth of an inch will be enough aperture of onethe optical lantern. The demonstrator
in working with an
tage
advan
be
well
an
may
ever,
fact
the
and
Class,
History
in the Natural
is not an object, for
twentieth of an inch, when economy
apertures.
here recorded.
of all kinds are less frequent with large
noises
A description of the primitive appliances of that 1 When you force gas through a very narrow tube, whistling,
all liable to happen.
lantern would seem very laughable now, but the humming, buzzing. and roaring are
ly
is said, much depends upon the jet being careful
all
After
“
good.
ly
wonderful
effects were
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made, without sharp
sufficiently capacivus,

edges,

and

the

mixing

chamber

“The anesthetic methylated ether of -717,
sold by Messrs.
White
and

Sons, manufacturing

chemists,

of Castle-street,

Saffron-hill, London, is as good as any you could
use

; it contains no water, and will not wet the flannels
. The ether
which worked the first winter and failed
the second may
perhaps have been exposed to the light,
in a bottle only
~ Partially full. It would, in that case,
absorb oxygen, and
become less volatile
—Yours
. very truly,

“T. FREDERICK HARDWICH,”

“DEAR S1R,—Many thanks for your kind
reply, The
ether had been keptin the dark, so could not
have deteriorated
in the way you Sltppose.

“ The jet that roared was a new one, and
possibly not as
perfectly made as it ought to have been
The nozzle was

By the arrangement to be described I can, in a few
minutes, make my dressing-room into a dark-room for
enlargement.
The window is thrown open outwards, then a red
curtain lined with blackis pinned to the window frame
all round, to the exclusion of light, with drawing
pins,
The camera is placed on the window sill outside the
curtain, and the lens is projected into the room
through a small

sleeve in the curtain, a draw-string

Platinum.
It is rather difficult to gauge these small diamet
ers
correctly.
““T might further state that, having readin tbe
Photographic

in the sleeve being then tightened round

I obtained some which | judged to be
of
Specific gravity -6, inasmuch as a pint
bottle, which filled
with water would have weighed r4lb., only
weighed 1202.
full of this ether. I putsome of it in thesaturator
along with

focussing screen, and the picture is thrown on toa
piece of white paper pinned on the back of a clothes

Journal that in-America ‘rhyolene’ or petrole
um ether was
found preferable,

the ether from the Winchester referred
to as unsatisfactory,

and had explosions in the tube almost as
loud as from the
firing of agun, and somewhat alarming.
Had I been among
the audience instead of in a gallery, there
might have been a
panic. I had to leave and procure a blow-th
the exhibition could proceed. Of course rough jet before
this was most

annoying,

“When I bought the saturator, I tried it at
home, and it
then dissolved as well as with two bags ;the
room was very

warm, which perhaps accounted for it.
Since then I have
not been able to dissolve at all, in ordina
ry working.—I am,
yours, &c.

“To Rev. T. F. Hardwich.”

-

A Simple Arrangement for DayLight Enlargement.

Mr. Hardwich’s reply to second letter.

“ DEAR

S1R,—I have myself found that an old
jet often
works more silently than a new one, which
may

sharp edges and corners having been oxidised and be due to
worn down.
“Do you ever use the pumice tubes supplied
Pumphrey, of Birmingham? I have always worked by Mr.
with a
Jet containing

pumice granules immediately underneath the
nipple.
One point, however, must be attended
to—the
lower disc of wire gauze must be renewed from
time
or the meshes will be choked up, and the pressur to time,
e seriously
diminished.
‘If you cannot ‘dissolve ' with the oxy-ether look to
the H
groove inthe plug. It should bea little longer
both ways
than the O groove, so as to keep the ether always in
advance
of the oxygen.
“Messrs. Cutts and Setton, Queen's Optical Works,
Sheffield,

write to me to say that they now make porous saturato
rs with

three barrels when required.

In my own practice I employ

Broughton’s vapour tank as a rule, but I recomme
nd the
Saturator to my friends, until they have a long
experience.—

Yours faithfully,

T. FREDERICK

HARDWICH.”

SEEEERitERamee

THE
Optical

American
Magic

Juurnal

Lantern

af Photography
Journal,

published

says:

“The

in London,

England, under the direction of Taylor Bros., continues
to furnish the most excellent matter relative to the management of the magic lantern,

We quote,” &c.
THE

business of Messrs.

the

manufacture

Horace

C. Lewis

of slides, &c.
and Co., of

Liverpool, has recently been formed into a limited company.
We understand that their premises

are to be enlarged,

in 29, Ranelagh-street,

of the lens.

the neck

The negative is put in the place of the ground glass

horse.

If the focussing arrangement

is outside the

curtain, it can be reached by the removal of a drawing

pin on the window frame adjacent to it.
I do not find the use of stops is necessary Or expedient as a rule. My window is most unfortunately
situated, as it faces a bank, only 12 yards off, which
with its trees rises to about soft. Moreover, the eaves
of the roof come very low. The result is that the

reflector, for throwing the light from the sky through

the negative, cannot be raised sufficiently to hide all
the bank, without reflecting (if one can talk of reflecting shade) the dark under-surface of the eaves.
However, I find no uneven lighting of the enlargements to result from this.

My reflector, adapted to the exigencies of the case,

is white-washed canvas stretched on a frame

2ft. 4in.

by 3ft. Gin.
S. L. DOBIE.
Journal of the Photographic Society of India.

Editorial

Table.

A HANDSOME

and complete catalogue has been
received from Messrs. McGhie and Co., of
Glasgow. It is bound with stiff chocolate covers,
with gold lettering and gilt-edge leaves, and con-

tains details of lenses, cameras, shutters, stands,
lanterns, and all the numerous photographic sun-

dries ot which the stock of a first-class dealer
consists. Several pages of useful formule are to
be found in this comprehensive catalogue.

We have received from

Mr. W.

Tylar (Bir-

mingham) some gummed strips for binding lantern
transparencies, which we have fcund on trial to
stick well to glass. A bottle of white ink for writing
the names on lantern slides accompanied the
binders.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

Correspondence.

As a means for enabling lantern slide exhibitors
to distinguish at a glance their slides from others,
Mr. Vevers, of Leeds, has introduced binders of
five different colours—scarlet, pink, lavender, blue,

and green.
THE second edition of the ‘“‘ Lantern Operators’
Guide,” by Messrs. Riley Brothers, of Bradford,

S$

LANTERN

ASSOCIATION.

[To the Editor. ]

a

is
Sir,—The “Optical Magic Lantern Journal”
supplying a long-felt want, and is becoming increasingly interesting.
Inthe November number, which through some delay

is upon our table. This pamphlet (1d.) contains I have only just received, Mr. T. H. Holding sug:
instructions relating to the management
of gests the formation of a “ Lantern Club.”
Country members would not be able to avail themlanterns, and also prices of apparatus supplied by

selves much ofthe benefits arising therefrom, but they

this firm.

We have also received a sample picture
might be admitted at a nominal fee, so that when in
window bill, printed in four colours and of town
they could have the opportunity of attending
appropriate design, with blanks for particulars of meetings.
;

entertainments.

These show billsare supplied by

Messrs. Riley at a moderate price, and are quite
attractive.
——
WeE have received some mounts for lantern
transparencies of various apertures, from

Mr. A.

Pumphrey, and also some of the same nature from
Mr. A. R. Wormald.
These masks are white on
one side and black on the other. By this means
it is an easy matter to distinguish the right from
the wrong side ofa slide even in a dull light.

Probably some system for the exchange of slides
could be arranged and worked by the club. This would
prove a great boon to lanternists in the provinces.

Members desiring an exchange could send up to the

secretary a list; and when an exchange has been
effected, a small commission charged to both sides to
pay expenses.—I am, Sir, yours truly,
W. H. SPITE.
Market Place, Sleaford.

SLIDE

SiR,—Would

GREaT iterest centres round the famous Forth

Bridge now that it is being completed.
received

from

(Dundee)

Messrs.

a number

Valentine

of lantern

We have
and

Sons

transparencies

of this structure; they are sharp, clear, and
beautiful, and when shown on the screen will

any of your

correspondents

:

kindly

inform me how to mix colours, to colour some lantern
photographs (comics) ; what colours to use ; and a
Hoping you
slight insight as to how to use them?
will be kind enough to help me out of the difficulty,
I remain, yours respectfully,
FREDERICK VAUGHAN.
Vestry Road, Camberwell, London.

make useful engineering studies.
FALLACIES

From
optical
transfer
box, the

COLOURING.

[fo the Editor.}

IN PARABOLIC

REFLECTORS.

.
.
[To the Editor.)
the well-known makers of the ‘‘ Aurora ”
Str,—When in the Patent Office this morning I
goods we have received some sets of
for an alleged improveslides. Each story or set is put up ina saw a specification of a Itpatent
consisted of the application
ment in the lantern.
label being a new registered design; an of a parabolic reflector to the light.
;

illustration of Stxbad the Sailor, Dick Whittington,

Jack the Giant Killer, and John Gilpin appearing
in each corner respectively.

Applications

for

Patents,

1889.

No. 14671.—Sept. 17, W. R. Lake, “ Improvements in
magic lanterns or stereopticons.”’
No. 14976.—Sept. 23, B. Acres, “‘ Developing dish.”
No. 15163-4.—Sept. 26, A. B. Loman, “ Improvements in
photographic cameras and shutters.”
No. 15289.—Sept.
28,N. Browne, ‘“‘ Photographic shutter.”
No. 155§83.—Oct. 3, F. H.. Froedman, ‘‘ Photographic
dishes.”
No. 15651.—Oct. 5, W. J. Lancaster, ‘ Photographic
printing frames.”
No. 15844.— Oct. 9, J. Corlett, “ Taking photographs by
a telescopic extension camera.”
No. 16100.—Oct. 12, J. R. Fairfax, “Films for photographs.”
No. 16788.—Oct. 24, W. Tylar, -“ Dark room photographic lamps.”
No, 16908.—Oct. 26, W. J. Chadwick, “Camera and

dark slide.”

:

I quite grant that such a reflector will throw forward more light than a spherical one behind the
lamp, but in its effect upon the definition of the projected picture it will make sad confusion, for the
direct rays from the lamp itself will fall on the slide
in a diverging manner, while those from the parabola surrounding that flame will be projected forward
in parallel lines; therefore will the light be playing

at cross purposes.
Parabolic reflectors

are all very well for coach
lamps, but they won't answer for any image-forming
purpose,

unless

the

direct

rays

from

the flame are

stopped off by an opaque screen.—I am, yours, &c.,
London, Dec. 9th, 1889.

Camera-Club

CIVIL ENGINEER

Notices.

Monday, Dec. 16th, 8 p.mt.—Opening of Fifth “ One-Man”’
Exhibition of Photographs

late Mr. O. G. Rejlander.
Lantern Slides.

at the Club.

Pictures by the

At 9 p.m. special Exhibition of

Thursday, Dec. 19th, 8 p.m.—Mr. Lyonel Clark, “The
Salting and Exciting of Ordinary Drawing Papers,” with a
Demonstration.
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AMUSING pictures appearing occasionally in an exhibition
enliven it, and afford a pleasant relief to those of a more
serious nature.— William M. Rau,
=

*

Since Daguerre announced his discovery in 1839, the
progress made in photography is fully equal to that made by
any or all other scientific pursuits.—A. Bogardus.
z

*

*

LANTERN slides are being made more industriously than
ever before, the International Lantern Slide Exchange,
maintained by the photographic societies of Great Britain
and those of America, keeping the interest alive in this
fascinating department of photographic work.— IV. J. Lincoln
Adams,

x

IN every locality there is an opening for a man to do an
excellent: business with a magic lantern and an assortment of
interesting views, in giving exhibitions to Sunday-schools,
academies, lyceums, public audiences, families, &c., &c.—TZ.
HT. Me Allister.
+

THE value of visible illustrations as a means of imparting
instruction and of affording rational entertainment depends
much on the accompanying oral explanations.
—L. J. Marcy.
e

*
~*

THE operation of oxygen making is now with many
lanternists a thing of the past, for they prefer to buy it ready
made.—7. C. Hepworth.
:
*

THE increasing quantity of enlarged pictures made from
small negatives that are to be found on most of the exhibition

walls goes to show how this phase of the art-science progresses;
and the quality of the work itself, in most cases, bespeaks
patient labour and careful manipulation.-Geo. Mason.
*

Fe
*

CoRRECT microscopical illumination depends, first of all,
upon the choice ofthe illuminator ; and secondly, upon its
proper adjustment and focus, and also upon the relation of
the aperture of condenser to that of the objective, the rule
heing that the aperture of the condenser ought to be the
same as that of the objective, if we wish to obtain critical
images.— Adolph Schultz.
«

*
*

OF all the processes, that of preparing slides for the magic
lantern is the most engrossing.
Inthe winter we are enabled
to reproduce the pictures taken on our summer tour, and can
with pleasure and entertainment review the scenes by throwing
them upon the screen with a lantern.
— A. A, Wood.
‘
*
*
A VERY interesting class of portraits, which ought to be
preserved for future use, exists in the photographs
of criminals
taken at the various convict prisons throughout the land. All
the photographs ofthis sort that I have seen were bad silver
prints, and most of them were already far on their way to
oblivion.— Cosmo I. Burton.
+

*

ALTHOUGH, in my opinion, the electric light will never
supersede the limelight for lantern illumination, when compressed gas can be obtained, it supplies a want, and will be a
great convenience to many for trying slides, enlarging purposes, and for lecture demonstrations, on a scale sufficient to
suit an audience of one or two hundred persons.—G. 2.
Baker,
+

ONE of the requisites of a good lantern picture is the
artistic composition—the arranging of the subject in such a

manner, that as the eye wanders over it, its beauties continue
to grow, and the imagination recives an unalloyed feast of

satisfaction and pleasure.—Z.H. Jaques.

Notes

and

S. A. W. (/eeds).—We
culty has been overcome.

Queries.

are glad to hear that your diffi-

Chas. L. Barclay.—Mr. Wade, of 188, Walworth-road,
London, S.I-., writes to say he can supply the slide about
which you inquired.

FP. B. (Bridgeport).—We marked the place on your
diagram, and returned it by post.
CA. WW. B. Diand Co., G. H. N., L. R.—We thank
you for cuttings from various papers containing notices of our
article, ““A Startling Optical Novelty.” ‘It seems to have
gone the round ofthe papers, not only in this country, but in
America also.

Lf. W. Davison writes:—“(1) I have a gas’ bag that
measures 4O}in. by 36in. by 27in.
Please inform me what
quantity of gas I cau get into it. (2) Howcan I tell the
amount of gas in one ofthe steel or iron bottles so much used
now?” Answer,—(1) Eleven to twelve cubic feet. (2) Gauges

are sold for the purpose of ascertaining the amount of
pressure.
Much Annoyed says:—I have been very unfortunate
with limes (perhaps they are bad), cracking just at the very
time when they are

most wanted.

Is it not

possible to put,

as it were, a jacket on the lime which would have a tendency
to keep it warm

and

prevent

splitting,

which, I think, is

caused by the difference of temperature of the front and back
of the lime?"”?
Reply.—A shield answering the purpose
mentioned was invented by Messrs. E. G. Wood, of Cheapside, and is sold by that firm. We think it can be affixed to
any jet.
Optic writes to say :—(1) That he has a lens of 62in. focus,
and inquires the distance at which the lantern and screen
should be separated to make a picture of roft. in diameter.
(2) Kindly say how this is calculated out, as I often use the
lantern, and Ido not like to inquire each time I want to

know.
Answer.—(1) In round figures, 23ft. (2) Multiply
the size of the disc (10) by the focus of lens (63), and divide
by the diameter of slide (3). You will find full particulars
for calculating distances, focus of lens, &c.,in our number for
August, together with a reference table, which will show at
a glance the results of such calculations.
X.Y. 2. (St. Andrews).—Under the circumstances you
had better procure an interchangeable jet, according to which
burner you

screw on, so you can

have a mixed

or blow-

through jet.
L. Martin.—Messrs. W. Tyler, of Waterloo-road, London,

and W. Tylar, of Birmingham, are two separate and distinct
firms, and

neither is a branch of the other ; the former ends

his name er, and the latter a7.

Lincoln's Inn.—Make a negative by contact from the
unmounted paper print, then a transparency by the same
method from the negative obtained.
By this means you will
get more detail than if you copy the print with camera and
lens.

Ether.—(1) See the correspondence
page between

Mr. Hardwich

anda

published on another

friend.

You will there

find an answer to your question.
(2) Our first two numbers
(June and July) are out of print.
R. Compton.—The slides, owing to imperfect packing,
were broken ; so much so that it is not worth the postage to
return them. They were rather under-exposed.

J. G. H. writes : “ [have had a good deal of trouble with
my oxygen pipe of blow-through jet getting choked up. It
is a new experience.
I should like to hear what other
workers know of this matter."’
N. Nugent.—Thanks for your kindly letter ; we hope to be
able to send the paper you wish atan earlydate.
Will reply
to queries in our next, as space will not permit it in this
issue,

A, 71. U.—In our next,

an

graphio Enlarger.
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TRADE

Thomas's “Pall Mall”
PLATES

AND TRANSPARENCY

LANTERN

give early attention to
W°* respectfully invite our Friends and Dealers generally to
that this
the Stocking of the above, for intimations are reaching us from all parts
next season’s demand will be more than phenomenal.
the Emulsion, and
Our earnest attention has been given to the further improvement of

has been still yet
we can assert that its exquisite brilliancy and tone-yielding power
cost of
The price we have decided not to advance, in spite of enhanced
increased.
the fine quality of thin glass on which the Lantern Plates are coated.
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Every improvement in our Apparat
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nd
at the Dundee and East of Scotla

Cameras & Enlarging Apparatus,
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BILLINichGSG, ATE
London, S.E,

London.”
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Improved Lantern Apparatus,
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WRAY
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EXHIBITION,

OPTICIAN,
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London
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Prices and Illustrated Catalogue for Stamp.

.

The Optical Magio Lantern Journal and Photographio Enlarger,

Trade Mark

Qyro

WAZ.

WAZ

= Rezistered.

(. W. WILSON & CO.
2, ST. SWITHIN

STREET,

ABERDEEN,
HAVE
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SERIES OF VIEWS
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FREE
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ANY
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Slides
PRICES.
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LANTERN
ADDRESS.

SLIDES,

OR

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographio Enlarger.

Valentine

THE

& Sons’

LANTERN

SLIDES.

CONTINUED

ETHER

Just Pusiisnep,

Set of 27 Slides (with descriptive reading) of the

NEW

FORTH

BRIDGE.

New things for this season—Paris

LANCASTER

YORK
&
SON,
ROAD,
NOTTING
HILL,

NEWTON
Detailed

&

MANUFACTURERS

OPTICAL
:

Catalogue,

LONDON,

W.

Co.,
Makers to H.M.

the

Queen, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and the Government.
Makers

of Lanterne

Admiralty,

the War

and

Slides

to the

Department,

the

Science

Indian

and

Art Department,

Government,

FLEET

STREET,

Oxford

the

and

EQUALLY

PATENT APPLIED FOR.
Price
from
10s. Gd.
This is used as an accessory to the oxy-hydrogen limelight. It consists
ofa metal cylinder, about four inches in length and diameter, stuffed
with wool, and furnished with a tap at each end, with nozzles for rubber
pipes. One tap is connected with the gas-bag containing coal-gas; the
other nozzle with the hydrogen or coal-gas tap of jet. The coal-gas thus
the Saturator ex
hecoming enriched with vapour of
benzoline, all excess being drained
position of the Saturator. The cost

route

from bag

to lantern, thereby

benzoline. The vessel is charged with
off, so that no fluidcan run out in any
of benzoline is one half-penny per hour.
ADVANTAGES OF THE SATURATOR.
1. An increase in light of twenty per cent, with an ordinary mixed gas
orchamber jet.
2. An increase of 59 per cent with the blow-through jet, when there is
an insufficient supply ofcoal-gas, as is often the case.
3. Eight feet of gas passed through the Saturator are equal to twelve
feet without the Saturator; hence a smaller bag of coal-gas is
sufficient, and the extra time required to fill the larger bag with
\ coal-gas is saved.
4. An increase in light of 30 per cent with a “ porous safety" ether
saturator :oxygen passing first through the benzoline and then
through the ether vessel.
SPECIAL OFFER.
A. W. SCOTT undertakes to double the power of any mixed gas jet
sent to him, by supplying a Saturator, and adjusting the jet nipple, for
for 15/-.. The Satu12/6; or the two jets ofa bi-unial, with one Saturator,
rator is sent on approval; if returned in$ days the cash will be refunded

H BENZOLINE SATURATOR.
SCOTTS WARM-BAT
PATENT APPLIED FOR.
Price

from

25s,

for Single

Lanterns

only.

This consists of abenzoline Saturator, placed in a bathofwarm air;
oxygen is passed through the vessel, and the manipulation is the same as

with ether Saturators. The apparatus is thoroughly safe and workable,
and is capable of producing a steady sight of over 1000 candles’ power,
being the most powerful limelight known.

ALBERT

The Boulevard,

W.

SUITABLE

NURSERY, SCHOOLROOM,

SCOTT;

Weston-super-Mare.

Co,
(Estab,

1859).

TO

THE

& LECTURE

iALL.

FOR

Scientific & Microscopic Projections & Photo Enlarging.
W. I. Chadwick's

System

of

Compressed Gas Cylinders & Patent Regulators
10,000 LANTERN

SLIDES ON SALE OR HIRE.

_ W. I. CHADWICK,

LONDON.

THE NEW LIMELIGHT
SCOTT'S BENZOLINE SATURATOR.

passes through

(Patent).

W. L Cuapwion’s NEW SINGLE LANTERN

Cambridge Universities, the London School Board and the principal Societies.

8,

&

SUNDERLAND.

ALSO

OF

Scientific Instrument

NEW

IME LUCH

SLIDES.

LANTERNS & SLIDES,
Of the Best Quality only.

3d.

15, HoLMESIDE,

Exhibition, South Africa (including

Diamond and Gold Mines) Isle of Wight, Tickct of Leave, Bunch
of Primroses and Magic Wand, by Sims, Marvellous Cure, Harry's
Donkey Ride, Look at the Clock, Betsy and I are out, the Wreck of
the Hesperus, the Village Blacksmith, a large number of Double
Comics called the Catastrophe Series ; theseare quite new and original.
87,

OF THE

WILEINSON

APPLICATION.

YORK’S OPTICAL LANTERN

SUCCESS

SATURATOR

Wholesale Appliance Makers and Slide Painters,

152 & 154, PERTH ROAD, DUNDEE.
ON

LIGHT.

Advantages
— Extreme portability, pure white light (far beyond
coal gas and oxygen), absolute safety ;no coal or other gas required,
only oxygen.
Great increase of light over all other forms of illumination for Optical Lanterns. Send penny stamp for Circular from

To be had from all Dealers
Throughout the Country, or direct from

CATALOGUES

LIME

vii.

10, St.

Mary’s

THE

MAGIC
AT

Bazaars,
We

Street,

make these
this season.

—

LANTERN

MISSIONARY

Band

Manchester.

MEETINGS,

of Hope

Meetings,

&c.

incetings our special study.
Many new sets added
Unprecedented success of our Special System
for Lending Slides.

FIFTY

LOANED

Sent tocvery part of the Kingdom

FOR

3s

—

by post or rail in boxes

invented

for the purpose, and patented by us this year, insuring absolute
safcty in transit. Largest Loan Slide connection in the world. Hundreds of unsolicited testimonials from Clergymen, Ministers, and others.

The

‘Praestantia

Lantern,’

G4

4s.,

Is guaranteed the Best Lantern in the market, having immense sale
and giving universal satisfaction.
Complete Lantern Outfits supplied
much below London prices, and of the highest quality. See our New

System of Coupon

for Loans, and Monthly

Payments

Paymeots for

Lanterns and Outtits sold. all explained in Catalogues, 6d., or Hire
Lists, free. Lantern Operators’ Guide, post free, 1}d.

RILEY

5, Cheapside,

BROS.,

Bradford.

VEVERS’ COLOURED BINDING STRIPS,
In ORANGE,

Har

GREEN,

tue Usuac

LILAC,

PINK,

or BLUE,

at

Price. — Gd. per 100, post free, 7d.

Vevers’ Lanterns are far thc Cheapest in the Trade.
Send for Lantern and Photographic Catalogue, post free, one stamp,

Cc. C. VEVERS,

12, MARKET
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Lantern Plate
Is specially manufactured
production

i
i
Developing

i|
La_i

Solutions,

Varnishes,
and

|

work.

The

according

|

the

of Transparencies.

There is nothing to equal wt for this

Il

i
TE 9 SPECIALLY MADE
\
i|i ix
i:ms

for

||

tones

can

le varied

to Developer

used, and

Ssor Brilliancy and Clearness
Shadows it is wnsurpassed.

Cover Glasses, Paper
all Requisites.

Masks

and

in

Binders

MAWSON
& SWAN,
33, Soho Square, London; & Mosley Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
The “ C.P.S.” “PERFECTION”
A New
large or small surface.

LECTURERS’ READING

and Improved

LAMP.

Registered Design.

a
Ve
\

(2) An outside supply tube, readily filled or emptied, without. soiling

the hands, avoids the oily and
used asa Candle Lamp,

sooty condition

(4) Hasa

common

light-excludiny and

SIGNAL, Or, if desired, a séynad Jed/ in addition.
the offensive odour of scorched paint.

to Reading Lamps.

ventilating

chimney.

(3) May

(5) A

be

runny

(6) The inside is bright metal, and free from

PRICE OF LAMP, with Candle adapter included, 10s. 6d.
If with SIGNAL BELL, lls. 6d.
(Per Post, including Box, ls. 6d.)
Mr. Custains, Late Lecturer to the Sheffield Band of Hope Union, says:—" It is

quite a comf

Mr, Samvec S. Fox, another experienced Lecturer, of Manchester, am pocsivine one, pada

be pleased to send you a testimonial if yon will accept one from ine.”

J.

PRESTON
4, HIGH

THE

it.”

te

(ountey 22ipreston)9 Manufacturer,
STREET, SHEFFIELD.

/_
SSS

Registered

BRITANNIA

WORK
S
E.

CoO.,

ILFORD,
LONDON,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

“ILFORD”
Which

No. 44441.

PLATES

have the Largest Sale of any Plates in the World.
For

Winter

Work

use

only

ILFORD BROMIDE PAPERS, for enlargements or contact printing. Rapid or Slow, rough
or smooth.
Give finest detail, and best engraving black Tones.
ILFORD ALPHA PAPER, to replace albumenized paper.
Prints by gaslight. Any colour
from black to red. Unequalled brilliancy.

ILFORD

“ALPHA”

LANTERN

perfect plate.
Printed and Pubhshed

for the

PLATES,

Proprietors by Wooprorp

Fawcerr

the most successful

ever

introduced... 4

& Co., Dorset Works, Salisbury Square,

E.C.
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